Why choose Gold Watch Project
gold wash plants?
All inclusive machine.
No trommels to slow production or get
jammed up.
Little to no set up required.
Highly portable (when it's time to move
your site, your excavator is all you need
to relocate)
Machines from 30 tons to 300 tons per
hour
Long life, heavy duty equipment
Reliable machine - which means less
down time and more profits
Turn key operations available
Worldwide shipping
Pay less money and recover more gold
than other machines
Commercial quality at affordable prices
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At Gold Watch Project, we manufacture gold wash plants able to handle
between 30 tons and 300 tons of material
per hour. Each wash plant has 3 proportionately sized sluice boxes utilizing 3
different riffle designs to optimize gold
recovery in all conditions.

All In One
Each machine is a complete portable
plant. The top section is an extreme duty
grizzly bar section that will take up to 36
inch rocks (91 cm).
When material is placed on grizzly bars
the classification begins. High pressure
water is used upon entry of the gravel to
clean all rocks dropped in the hopper.
After material is dropped on to the
hydraulic powered vibrating hopper
smaller material is dropped below to enter
the sluicing stages. There are 3 independently adjustable sluice boxes.

Nearly all the material continues through
the smaller classification area while the
nugget trap allows larger material to
bypass the system then rejoin at the final
stage of sluicing to collect the nuggets.

Clean Up

Efficient power means more money in your
pocket. All machines use Premium Rexnord
bearings on the shaker system that come
equipped with grease points that will assist
with years of use. Each machine is highly
portable and most can be mounted on
trailers for even more portability.

Cleaning out the machine is simple, quick,
and efficient, with quick spin clamps that
release the trays to reveal the Miners
Moss below.

Drive System
All of our plants are 100% hydraulic with
no electricity needed. All of our systems
are driven directly by the Eaton hydraulic
motor with no belt or chain drives for the
shaker weight, which means even fewer
mechanical parts to break down.
Incorporating the hydraulic drive system
lowers fuel consumption, with fewer
mechanical breaking points.

This is an example of one of our smaller machines.
These smaller wash plants are extremely portable.
This one offers all the features of the larger version
except that it is only able to handle 30 tons per hour.
We build many different
sizes and configurations.
Whatever the material
you are working or the
equipment you have available, we can build a wash plant
to suit your specific needs. Contact us with any questions
or inquiries on availability of specific options. We are happy
to work with you.

200 ton per hour machine behind a
standard pickup truck.

We provide the highest quality, most rugged
machines in the business. We will work with
you to meet your needs and get you running
and finding gold as soon as possible. Make
the call today and start living your dream.

Each wash plant requires a
water supply to run. Please
consult our sales department
to find the right water pump for
your operation.
Production time on all of our
machines is between 3 and 5
weeks from the time deposit is
received.

